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DISCLAIMER

• This presentation is for informational purposes only
• The content is point-in-time information, subject to revision
BACKGROUND

X12’s maintenance request system is an integrated system that collects suggestions for revisions to X12 work products. The suggestions are then processed in accordance with X12 policies. Enhancements are planned and will be rolling out periodically.
The new x12.org menu entries for Standards Maintenance have three links:

1. To the Important Dates page
2. To a new Unified Launch page
3. Release/Sub-Release Schedule
Each of the entries above slide open with a click to reveal an explanation and links to forms and other information. See the next slide for a sample.
X12 Maintenance Requests

X12 welcomes maintenance requests for all of their work products by members and non-members.

**EDI Standards**
An ANSI-accredited set of standardized segments and elements, organized into transaction sets and documented in the EDI Transaction Set Directory, Segment Directory and Data Element Dictionary.

- Transaction Sets, Segments, Composite & Simple Elements, and Code Sources
  - Maintenance Request Form
- Simple Code additions to Appendix A of the Data Element Dictionary
  - Maintenance Request Form | Member Review

**Guidelines**
- Interpretations
- Technical Reports
- External Code Lists
- Policies and Procedures
- Wordbook
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DIFFERENT PRESENTATION

There are some differences in the information presented and collected than what you may be used to from the disparate request systems that are being replaced. For example, we have limited the number of selection options by type of work product being referenced to simplify the selection process.
THANK YOU

• If you have feedback or questions regarding the information presented, post them at www.x12.org/forms/feedback

• More information about X12 is at www.x12.org

• Stay informed by following X12 on Social Media
  Twitter: @ASCX12
  LinkedIn: #X12